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by Jack
Torrance
Troubled
government
contractor
Carillion stands
on the brink of
collapse this
evening,
provoking fears
its employees
could lose a
portion of their
savings and the
state-appointed
pensions
lifeboat could be
handed an
£800m bill, one
of its largest
ever.
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Carillion, which
has been
handed
contracts to
work on the HS2
rail project,
has 13 final
salary schemes
in the UK with
28,500
members and a
combined
pensions deficit
of £587m.
But
independent
pensions
consultant John
Ralfe warned

claw back from
the value of
Carillion’s
assets, would be
around £800m,
making it one of
the PPF’s largest
ever hits.”
The PPF, which
answers to the
Department for
Work and
Pensions but is
funded by a levy
on solvent
defined-benefit
pension
schemes, had
£6.1bn of cash
reserves as of
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shipments on national security grounds, while a highlysensitive
probe
into
intellectual property theft
and cyber-espionage will deliver its findings on Thursday.
Mr Trump met his ultrahawkish trade strategist,
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Inflation in slow decline
Libus estium fa cesti odi dolorum
qui dundae ellam ip susant maion se
By Tim Wallace

analysts hope inflation has
now passed its worst and
should come back to 3pc
when December’s figure is
published tomorrow.
It is only a small change
and remains firmly above
wage growth – the most recent numbers show average
weekly earnings rose by
only 2.5pc in the 12 months
to October – but is heading
south.

All you know about
happiness is wrong
INFLATION has now peaked
and should start a slow and
steady decline, easing the
pressure on household finances over the coming
years, economists believe.
Price rises hit 3.1pc in the
12 months to November,
breaking the limits of the
leeway around the Bank of
England’s 2pc target. But

Need cheering up this Blue Monday? The key to finding your
happy place is to embrace pain, not joy, writes Victoria Lambert
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Global assets markets
have largely discounted the
threat of a serious clash between the world’s two economic superpowers, instead
celebrating the cyclical recovery of world shipping
and deeming Mr Trump’s
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Push and pull: we can’t have
happiness or pain, we must
embrace both, says Prof Bastian
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that could
balloon to
£1.4bn if the
firm goes into
administration,
due to the way
pension deficits
for collapsed
companies are
calculated. That
would leave the
Pension
Protection Fund
on the hook for
around £800m,
Mr Ralfe
estimated.

UK’s largest building projects, including up to £2.2bn worth of contracts on
HS2, a £1bn office park around Manchester Airport, an £800m regeneration scheme in Sunderland and the
£450m Royal Liverpool Hospital.
It is the UK’s second-largest construction company, employing 43,000
people globally.
Carillion also oversees some of the
largest government contracts in the
country, in particular for the ministries
of justice, transport and defence. It
maintains 50,000 homes for the Ministry of Defence, manages nearly 900
schools and is heavily involved in the
highways and prisons.
A string of profit warnings last year
saw the contractor’s share price plummet 93pc as contracts won at wafer
thin margins turned sour. Its shares hit
an all-time low on Friday of 14.2p, valuing it at just £61m.
The contractor is buckling under the
weight of more than £1.5bn of debt and
a huge pension deficit of nearly
£600m.
Carillion’s lenders none the less put
up £140m of new loans last October
and it was thrown a lifeline last month
when they delayed a test date for its financial covenants until April 30.
Liberal Democrat leader Sir Vince
Cable warned this weekend that the
Government cannot bail out Carillion
as it would allow the “private sector to
privatise profits” while the “Government nationalises the losses”, adding
that the Government should not have
given the troubled outsourcer contracts in the wake of a string of profit
warnings.
He told BBC Breakfast: “The government, and particularly the Department
of Transport and Network Rail, have
been handing out to them very big contracts knowing that they were fragile
and there is a degree of recklessness
here with public money that we need
to have properly investigated.”
Brandon Lewis, chairman of the
Conservative Party, told the BBC on
Sunday that Carillion was still a going
concern, adding “Hopefully, they will
be able to work with their partners to
get the working capital they need.”
A Government spokesman said: “Carillion is a major supplier to Government so we are continuing to carefully
monitor the situation while working to
GETTY IMAGES
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CRISIS-hit construction firm Carillion’s future remained in the balance
last night as the Government held last
ditch talks on whether to bail-out some
of its most troubled contracts.
Accountancy firm EY was waiting in
the wings to potentially put the £5.2bn
revenue contracting giant into administration as early as today, potentially
triggering contagion that could
threaten hundreds of its suppliers as
well.
“If it goes under it will be a disaster,”
warned Tony Williams, analyst at
Building Value. “They’ll take a great
swathe of companies with them. Hundreds of businesses would be at risk.”
Mr Williams said suppliers could
topple as Carillion subcontracts most
of its work to trades providing services
like glazing, interiors and demolition
works.
He urged the government to broker
a solution: “It’s a real shocker. Carillion
supplies the public sector with everything from school dinners, to roads, to
HS2. It will cost Britain more if it’s allowed to go bust.”
Bosses at Carillion appealed to the
government this weekend to step in
and reduce the burden of a string of
failed projects around the country,
thought to include three public private
partnership (PPP) contracts.
The key problem projects are understood to be problems with building the
£350m Midland Metropolitan Hospital
in Smethwick, expensive delays constructing the £335m Royal Liverpool
Hospital and a £550m stretch of the
Aberdeen bypass.
Carillion was plunged into crisis last
Wednesday when its lenders rejected a
business plan presented by the firm,
amid suggestions it needed £300m of
funding by the end of this month.
The banks were set to meet with Carillion today providing the government
helped relieve some of the pressure on
the firm, the BBC reported.
Carillion is working on some of the
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ow are you
feeling right
now: ecstatic,
jubilant,
tickled pink?
Or are you just
middling
pleased with
life, a bit comme
ci comme ça, heading towards glum
even? Chances are you are feeling more

of the latter – especially considering
today has been dubbed Blue Monday,
said to be the most depressing day of
the year on account of the weather,
our debt levels (payday for most is still
weeks off) and most probably the low
motivational levels we’re feeling
towards our New Year’s resolutions.
It’s not that we don’t want to be
happy – more that happiness as a
day-to-day condition is something

which often feels just out of reach,
especially at this time of year.
However, more than ever we talk
about learning to be happy, finding
our happy place, and achieving
happiness as though it is the only true
goal of life. Supporting that ideal are
the thousands of exhortations from
past philosophers, writers and mystics
including Mahatma Gandhi, Nathaniel
Hawthorne and Albert Schweitzer, all

trouble is that doctors have
responded to the crisis by
overprescribing painkillers and
antidepressants. “We are now
becoming reliant on medication,” he
says, adding: “It’s impossible to
imagine life 100 years ago without
these drugs – and no one would want
surgery without anaesthetics and
pain relief. But somewhere along the
line we have taken this amazing
ability to kill pain and become
hugely addicted to killing it.
“In seeing pain – physical and
emotional – as a medical problem to
be solved we have warped the way
we feel about sadness, too.”
At the same time, he is also
concerned we have come to
misunderstand the very nature of
happiness, too. “The idea that it is a
positive feeling is wrong. Happiness
isn’t just the sum of positive
feelings, it is the contrast with
negative experiences. Happiness is
not sitting in a hot spa that brings
joy but the contrast with a cold
plunge pool. That’s when you
appreciate feeling good.”
If it is that simple, learning to find
contrast, why aren’t we all able to get
happy? The problem, says Prof
Bastian, is that avoiding pain is
leading to a lack of emotional
toughness. “To build resilience
requires exposure to hardships and
difficulties, as well as developing
realistic expectations of life. Any
negative experiences we have make
us feel like we are failing at life, yet
the reality is that difficult
experiences are quite good for us.
“We have a lack of tolerance for
the other side as it makes us
uncomfortable so we avoid it as
much as we can.”
The other problem stems from the
intrinsic search for happiness itself.
“We know from the psychology of
goal pursuit that as soon as you set a
goal, you feel disappointment if you

‘Our lives are pretty
good and yet we are
experiencing a
depression epidemic’

hell-bent on letting us in on the secret
of joy. Yet with so much advice on the
one hand and so much determination
on the other, it’s remarkable how
unhappy we all seem to be so often.
Now a new book called The Other
Side of Happiness is aiming to explain
why so many of us feel so dissatisfied
with our lot and – to put it bluntly –
how to cheer up. But to do so – says its
author, Brock Bastian, an associate
professor in the school of
psychological sciences at the
University of Melbourne – we must
also embrace pain as much as pleasure.
“We have high expectations of our
own happiness,” says Prof Bastian. “On
average our lives are pretty good. We
live in comfortable housing, we can go
out and eat any food, we don’t want for
very much in terms of basic needs. Yet
we are experiencing an epidemic of
depression.”
This is certainly true. According to
the Mental Health Foundation,
depression is the predominant
mental health problem worldwide. In
2014, 19.7per cent of people in the UK
aged 16 and over showed symptoms
of anxiety or depression, with
women more affected than men.
Prof Bastian believes that part of the

don’t achieve it. So ironically, the
harder we search for happiness, the
less happy we will be. Particularly as
we know that society and culture
value happiness highly.”
So how can we begin to reset out
attitudes to happiness?
“We need to put value back on
pain [in its broadest sense] bearing in
mind that you can’t be happy without
it.” An example would be the way a
community pulls together after a
natural crisis, such as flooding or a
storm, he says.
Prof Bastian also refers to the 2014
ALS Ice Bucket Challenge – when
people dared each other via social
media to dump a bucket of ice cold
water over their headsto raise money
for motor neurone disease charities.
“The pain of being drenched in a
bucket of ice cold water made the act
meaningful and led people to be
generous.”
The ALS charity in the US raised
more than $100million
(£73.98million) as a result.
Psychologists were not surprised by
the effect, Prof Bastian says. “A study
carried out prior to the challenge
Continued on page 21
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Demise of Carillion
could start contagion
The future of Carillion, the crisis-hit
construction firm, remained in the
balance last night as the Government
held last-ditch talks on whether to
bail-out some of its most troubled
contracts. EY, the accountancy firm,
was waiting in the wings to potentially
put the £5.2 billion revenue
contracting giant into administration
as early as today, potentially triggering
a contagion that could threaten
hundreds of its suppliers. “They’ll take
a great swathe of companies with
them,” said one analyst.
Business, page 1
Editorial Comment: Page 17
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Health officials hand cancer victims’ records
to US firm working for cigarette companies

sport

Liverpool end City’s
unbeaten run in thriller
Jurgen Klopp said Liverpool needed a
statement of intent after the sale of
Philippe Coutinho. Their pulsating
victory that ended Manchester City’s
run of 22 Premier League games
unbeaten was that emphatic message.
Klopp said he would be judged on his
decision to allow the Brazilian to leave,
but as the remaining members of the
so-called “fab four” scored in the 4-3
win – and Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain
was majestic in Coutinho’s old position
– Liverpool showed how they will
move on. Liverpool thrived with their
courage, attacking City in a way few
sides have tried.
Sport: Pages 1-4
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THE medical records of British cancer
victims have been handed to a controversial American firm working for one
of the world’s biggest tobacco companies, The Daily Telegraph can reveal.
The data covering almost 180,000 patients – every case of lung cancer diagnosed in England over a four-year
period – was given by health officials to
a firm which has acted for cigarette giant Philip Morris International for almost three decades.
It is feared the company could use the
data in legal cases minimising the dangers of smoking, or fighting regulation.
The sensitive information, taken
from anonymised NHS records, was
taken without the consent of any of the
cancer sufferers or their families.
An investigation by The Daily Telegraph reveals that Public Health England (PHE) gave the data, covering
179,040 lung tumours diagnosed between 2009 and 2013, to a firm called
William E. Wecker Associates.
The company has testified on behalf
of tobacco giants in dozens of lawsuits,
including the landmark United States v
Philip Morris case, which in 2006 held
Philip Morris liable for racketeering and
deceiving the public for decades about
the dangers of smoking. Records seen

by this newspaper show that PHE released the cancer data to William E.
Wecker Associates in July 2016.
It did so after the firm explained that
it wanted to evaluate lung cancer trends
in Australia, Ireland, the United Kingdom and the United States.
The request came as Philip Morris,
maker of the Marlboro brand, unsuccessfully fought government plans to
introduce plain packaging in the UK,
which had already been introduced in
Australia and agreed for Ireland.
In the request, Wecker said it wanted
to examine the relationship between tobacco use and cancer – having made a
career out of downplaying such links –
and the part played by regulation.
The firm’s president featured heavily
in the 2006 case that the tobacco industry had deceived the public about the
harm caused by smoking. The court
found that Dr William E Wecker, “by his
own admission, has ‘never been qualified by a Court as an expert in the subject of smoking and health’”, describing
his analyses as “flawed”, his arguments
“irrelevant” and “flatly contradicted by
… voluminous research reports and
other documents, spanning decades”.
Last night, PHE said it was not aware
Continued on Page 4
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It’s the girlfriend or the job, Ukip leader told

Editorial Comment: Page 17

Jo Marney, the girlfriend of Henry Bolton, the Ukip leader, leaves her Kent home yesterday. Mr Bolton is under pressure to quit after
messages emerged in which Miss Marney made offensive comments about Prince Harry’s fiancée and black people. Report: Page 7

Mordaunt: UK will cut aid to richer nations Fine for allowing fly-tipping
By Steven Swinford
Deputy political eDitor
BRITAIN is prepared to cut foreign aid
spending to wealthier developing
countries if they fail to “take responsibility” and invest in their own people,
the International Development Secretary warns today.
Penny Mordaunt says that Britain
will no longer hand out aid money
“when others should be putting their
hands in their pockets” and will focus
increasingly on helping developing
countries “stand on their own two

feet”. She says that the public have “legitimate” concerns about Britain’s
£13 billion aid budget and are entitled
to question whether it would be better
spent on meeting “domestic needs” or
paying down the national debt.
Writing in The Daily Telegraph, she
argues that simply saying that taxpayers’ money has been well spent “won’t
cut it” and the Government must demonstrate that it “cannot be better spent”
on anything else. Ms Mordaunt pledges
to use Britain’s foreign aid as part of a
“bold new Brexit-ready proposition to
boost trade and investment with devel-

oping countries”, offering a “win-win”
for both Britain and developing nations.
She says: “I will not invest when others should be putting their hands in
their pockets. It will no longer be
enough for a project simply to be
achieving good things.
“I want the governments of developing countries to step up and take responsibility for investing in their own
people, in healthcare or education, for
example. If it chooses not to, that will inform our decisions around our funding.”
Penny Mordaunt: Page 16

By Jack Maidment
political corresponDent
HOUSEHOLDERS who fail to check if
“man in van” companies are legitimate
before having their rubbish taken away
could be hit with £400 on-the-spot
fines if it is fly-tipped.
The Government is considering allowing councils to impose fixed penalty notices on those who “fail to take
all reasonable measures” to make sure
a business is registered to transport
waste in a crackdown on illegal dumping. In 2016-17, councils in England

dealt with around one million fly-tipping incidents, up seven per cent on
the previous year and costing £57.7 million. A lot of the fly-tipping is the result
of using unauthorised companies.
Thérèse Coffey, the environment
minister, said: “Fly-tipping blights our
communities and we need determined
action to tackle it. These new powers
will curb the rise of waste sites that
continue to operate outside the law.”
The Government added that “under
no circumstances should regulators
use fixed penalty notices as a means to
generate income”.
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Big Tobacco

No smoke
without fire
Fighting the
tobacco industry

1954

Richard Doll, a British scientist
(and smoker), publishes a
paper in the British Medical
Journal confirming the link
between smoking and lung
cancer.

1964

1966

In the US, the Surgeon
General’s report concludes
that smoking causes lung
cancer, following the
consideration of more than
7,000 pieces of evidence, and
is considered seminal.

Notices on cigarette packets
are introduced in the United
States, left. They state:
“Caution: Cigarette smoking
may be hazardous to your
health”.

1971

UK parliament passes a law
introducing mandatory health
warnings on cigarette packets:
“WARNING by HM
Government. SMOKING CAN
DAMAGE YOUR HEALTH”.

1995

California, right, is the first US
state to introduce a ban on
smoking in public places

US tobacco
companies
engaged in
‘numerous
acts of fraud’
By Laura Donnelly HealtH editor
THE ruling in the landmark 2006 case
– United States v Philip Morris – was
excoriating.
The tobacco industry had “marketed
and sold their lethal products with zeal,
with deception, with a single-minded
focus on their financial success, and
without regard for the human tragedy
or social costs that success exacted,”
Judge Gladys Kessler wrote.
The 1,652-page judgment went on:
“Over the course of more than 50 years,
defendants lied, misrepresented and
deceived the American public, including smokers and the young people they
avidly sought as ‘replacement’ smokers
about the devastating health effects of
smoking and environmental tobacco
smoke.”
The ramifications of that judgment –
which found the companies liable for
racketeering by “engaging in numerous acts of fraud” – are still being felt.
It wasn’t until last November that tobacco manufacturers, including Philip
Morris, were finally forced to start running advertisements across newspapers and prime-time television.
“More people die every year from
smoking than murder, Aids, suicide,
drugs, car crashes, and alcohol combined,” says one.
“Cigarette companies intentionally
designed cigarettes with enough nicotine to create and sustain addiction,”
warns another. And what is notable
about the advertisements – which re-

Dr William Wecker’s evidence on smoking
was described as ‘basically irrelevant’

have allowed
this,” said the
mother-of-two,
who was
diagnosed 15
years after
giving up
smoking.
“This is about
our lives; these
tobacco firms
are all about
making a profit.”

The US Department of Justice
brings a lawsuit against nine
cigarette manufacturers and
two tobacco trade
associations, alleging they had
engaged in a conspiracy to
deceive the American public.

2006

The case – United States v
Philip Morris USA, Inc –
concludes that the industry
had “lied, misrepresented and
deceived the American public
about the devastating health
effects of smoking”.

cently began running during primetime television shows and in
newspapers across the United States –
is the explanation behind them.
“A Federal Court has ordered RJ
Reynolds Tobacco, Philip Morris USA,
Altria and Lorillard to make this statement about the health effects of smoking,” the advertisements state.
The findings were particularly brutal about the expert witnesses called by
the tobacco industry. One man, William E Wecker, came in for particular
scorn.
“Defendants called a statistician,
William Wecker, who, by his own admission, has ‘never been qualified by a
court as an expert in the subject of
smoking and health’,” the document
states.
“Because he is a statistician, and neither an epidemiologist nor a medical
doctor, Dr Wecker is ‘not able to offer
opinions as to causation relating to the
relative health effects of low tar cigarettes’,” it continued.
“Moreover, Dr Wecker’s statistical
analyses are unconvincing because
they are flawed in several ways,” the

‘Companies intentionally
designed cigarettes with
enough nicotine to create
and sustain addiction’

A 1946 Philip Morris advert even implied that cigarettes could be good for your health

critical document added, pointing out
that his main opinion was “flatly contradicted by … voluminous research
reports and other documents, spanning decades”.
It went on to describe his evidence
as “basically irrelevant,” reflecting “his
lack of understanding of the relevant
subject matter” and noting his admission that “I don’t reach my opinion by
weighing all the evidence”.
Dr Wecker, a statistician and applied
mathematician, has, however, been
working diligently for the tobacco industry for close to three decades. And it
was this statistician who asked British
health officials to hand over their data,
which they did, in July 2016.
At the time, Philip Morris, one of his
main employers, was fighting a legal
battle against plain packaging – part of
government plans which aimed to reduce smoking’s death toll by making
the packets less attractive.
Under the laws governing release of
medical data, it should only be released
“in the interests of improving patient
care, or in the public interest”.
The Daily Telegraph asked Dr
Wecker to provide details of the study,
including any plans to publish its findings, but no response was provided.

Mrs McMahon,
who was a ward
sister at the
Royal Liverpool
Hospital, said
she feared how
the data could be
used. “It is just
inexplicable – we
know the kinds
of things the
tobacco industry
has said and

2007

England introduces a ban on
smoking in enclosed work
places, left, following Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland.

2012

Australia introduces plain
packaging for cigarettes, in a
bid to make smoking less
attractive to consumers.

May 2017

5

Nov 2017

Plain packaging for cigarettes
is introduced in the UK, with
standardised packaging
bearing graphic warnings,
right, of the dangers of
smoking. Ireland follows suit
in September.

By Laura Donnelly

A 1967 advert for Marlboro by the Philip Morris company. After a landmark ruling in 2006, it was forced to start running adverts stating the health risks of smoking in stark terms

Records handed to firm ‘arguing
over impact of smoking on cancer’

Lung cancer sufferer I want medical data to be used for positive reasons
Michele
McMahon, 49, a
lung cancer
sufferer, said she
was horrified
that medical
data from
thousands of
patients like
herself had been
handed to allies
of Philip Morris.
The former
NHS nurse said:
“I really believe
in the
importance of
research. I want
medical data to
be used for
positive reasons
– to help people,
to help to find
better
treatments, and
also to find ways
to make
smoking less
attractive to
young people.
“If I had been
asked, I would
never have given
permission for
my data to be
used by the
tobacco
industry,” said
Mrs McMahon,
from Liverpool,
pictured with
granddaughter
Alexa. “I don’t
understand how
Public Health
England could

1999
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Tobacco manufacturers in the
US are forced to start running
adverts across newspapers
and prime-time television,
stating that they intentionally
designed cigarettes to create
addiction.

NHS litany of failure on
records goes on despite
claims of ‘due diligence’
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Judge accused firms of
lying, misrepresenting and
deceiving the American
public about the health
effects of smoking

The Daily Telegraph Monday 15 January 2018

done over the
years. They
spent long
enough trying to
argue that
smoking doesn’t
cause lung
cancer. Why
would PHE hand
over data from
our medical
records to firms
like that? It

horrifies me. Not
just because of
what they want
to do with it, but
also that it
undermines all
the really
important work
that is going on
in research,” she
said “I’ve
worked in the
NHS, I know

how important
data protection
is,” she
continued. “It is
really important
to have public
confidence in
the way they
look after
medical data.
This will do
enormous
damage.”

Continued from Page 1
of the links between William E Wecker
Associates and Philip Morris until contacted by The Daily Telegraph.
Senior officials said they had been
told the study aimed to “identify strategies to achieve a healthier global population”. They insisted they had a legal
duty to release the information when it
was requested under the Freedom of Information Act.
Laws governing the release of medical data state that it should only be released “in the interests of improving
patient care, or in the public interest”.
Charities last night said it would be
“incredibly distressing” for lung cancer
sufferers to learn that their medical data
was being used by the industry which
had caused so many cases of the disease.
Privacy campaigners said the disclosures were scandalous, as they called on
the Commons Health Select Committee
to investigate how the situation could
have been allowed.
Lung cancer is the third most common form of cancer in the UK, with
about 45,000 diagnoses annually, with
nine in 10 cases caused by smoking.
PHE has access to thousands of medical records, which come from NHS hospitals and screening services.
Patients are unable to block the use of
information about them, because the
body is not currently covered by NHS
rules on consent, which allow patients
to refuse for their data to be used for any
purpose except direct care.
The rules have been dogged by controversy. Plans for a national database of

medical data were halted in 2014 amid
concerns that the public had not been
properly informed about their right to
opt out. A new consent model is due to
be introduced in March, but it is not yet
clear whether the rules will apply to
data extracted by agencies such as PHE.
The apparent lack of due diligence
raises question marks about whether
there are any safeguards in place to present misuse of data released by PHE.
Sam Smith, from privacy campaigner

90pc
The proportion of lung cancer cases in the
UK that are caused by smoking. It is the
third most common form of cancer

medConfidential, said: “This is a system
that relies on public trust; a system so
flawed that it’s not yet clear if any rules
were broken.”
“It’s a scandal that ‘medical purposes’
has been twisted, and officially approved, to include a firm working for
big tobacco,” he added. “We want the
Commons health committee to now investigate as a matter of urgency. Even
now we don’t know how this data from
medical records is being used. We only
know it was given to a firm which has
spent three decades acting for a tobacco
giant, trying to use statistics to dispute
the impact of smoking on cancer.”
Paula Chadwick, chief executive of
Roy Castle Lung Cancer Foundation,

expressed alarm at the revelations.
“This could be incredibly distressing for
patients and their loved ones,” she said.
A spokesman for PHE said the data
was released to Wiliam E Wecker after it
set out plans for a study evaluating
“morphological changes in lung cancers across countries and continents” in
order to “extend the analysis of relationships between tobacco use and cancer”
and “identify strategies to achieve a
healthier global population”.
Health officials said the request from
the firm stated: “It is widely accepted
that the largest contributing factor in
developing lung cancer is tobacco use ...
We would like to do a cross-continental
study involving Australia, Ireland, the
United Kingdom and the United States
to evaluate whether cancer morphologies differ across nations or continents.”
The spokesman said PHE was not told
who funded the study.
Dr Jem Rashbass, National Director
for Disease Registration and Cancer
Analysis, PHE, said: “We released this
data under our legal duty to comply
with the Freedom of Information Act.
Patient confidentiality is of upmost importance and we’ve ensured that no
sensitive or identifying patient information has been released.
“Any organisation or person can submit an FOI request and is legally entitled
to a response, provided there is no applicable exemption.”
The Telegraph asked William E
Wecker to provide details of the study,
including any plans to publish its findings, but no response was provided.

WHEN it comes to medical records and
data security, the NHS has a chequered
history.
Labour’s plans for a national IT system, to enable sending and sharing of
patient data, were scrapped in 2011, after estimated costs reached £12 billon.
Under the coalition government,
plans were drawn up for a national database – called Care.data – which would
see information extracted from GP files
in order to aid medical research.
But the scheme was put on hold in
2014 and scrapped two years later amid
public concern that people had not
been properly informed about how to
opt out, along with fears the database
could be vulnerable to hackers.
It followed a series of scandals over
access to medical records – including
the sale of NHS data covering 47 million
patients to the insurance industry, revealed by The Daily Telegraph.
The debacle saw the resignation of
Tim Kelsey, head of Care.data, already
under fire for claiming more than
£46,000 a year on hotels and travel.
Public confidence was further
shaken last year when the NHS fell victim to the biggest cyber attack in history, with “ransomware” crippling 40
hospital trusts.
But health officials are determined
to press on with wider access to medical data – insisting that it is vital to improve medical research and make
services more responsive to patients.
A new consent model has been
drawn up, with every patient promised
a “single and simple” way to opt out if
they do not want personally identifiable data shared for anything beyond
their own care and treatment.
Ministers hope that they will avoid
the previous backlash if the public is
given clearer information about the
plans, due to be launched in March.
But many questions remain unanswered, including whether a data re-

Smoking gun Six decades since deadly secret revealed
It is more than
60 years since
Richard Doll’s
landmark study,
proving that
smoking causes
lung cancer. The
findings were so
controversial it
took three more
years and
further studies
before ministers
announced the
link.
In America in
1964, the
surgeon general
estimated that
smokers had 10
times the risk of
lung cancer
compared with
non-smokers.

Since then, the
tobacco industry
has battled to
defend sales –
arguing about
the level of the
risk posed by
smoking and the
relative risks of
lower tar
products.
Most recently,
it has fought the
introduction of
plain packaging,
proposed by the
last Labour
government.
In 2011, Philip
Morris
International
tried to use
Freedom of
Information

lease such as that disclosed today will
be allowed under the new system. Until now, the debate has focused on NHS
rules on consent. But, although the National Cancer Registration Service
takes NHS data out of hospitals for
every cancer patient in the country, it
is run by Public Health England (PHE).
As an agency of the Department of
Health, it is not covered by NHS rules.
While the release of all health data is
covered by 2006 legislation, which
states it should only be released “for
medical purposes”, patients get no say.
That means that when data was extracted from the medical records of almost 180,000 lung cancer patients, no
patients or relatives were asked for
consent.
Patients can ask to have their full
cancer registry record deleted – but officials admit this could potentially
harm their own care. PHE insists “due

laws to gain
access to secret
data on teenage
smoking and
packaging.
The University
of Stirling
refused to hand
over the
insights,
gathered from
6,000
confidential
interviews
undertaken with
teenagers as
young as 13.
When the
coalition went
ahead with the
Labour plans,
the tobacco
industry began
court

proceedings,
losing the case
in May 2016, and
losing the right
to appeal in
April last year –
a month before
the law came in.
Earlier this
month, Philip
Morris launched
a new campaign
pushing
smokeless
products, such
as e-cigarettes,
as healthier
alternatives, and
offering smokers
help to quit,
leading to
scepticism from
anti-smoking
campaigners.

diligence” was carried out when they
were asked to release data on every patient diagnosed with lung cancer in
England between 2009 and 2013.
It has stressed that care was taken to
ensure that no “identifying” patient information was handed over.
The request from William E. Wecker
Associates Inc, a statistical and applied
mathematical consulting firm, was authorised, and anonymised information
from almost 180,000 patients duly
handed over.
Last night, PHE officials said that until they were contacted by this newspaper, they were unaware of any link
between William E. Wecker and Philip
Morris International, despite their long
and public collaboration.
But questions will now be asked
about what that “due diligence” process involves. It appears to exclude basic internet searches.

